Recent work has suggested that in highly correlated systems, such as sandpiles, turbulent fluids, ignited trees in forest fires and magnetization in a ferromagnet close to a critical point, the probability distribution of a suitably normalized global quantity (i.e. total energy dissipation, magnetization and so forth) follows a non Gaussian, 'universal' curve. Testing for this universal curve may provide a measure of long range correlations in a given system. The universal curve follows a form suggested by extremum statistics, which is specified by a single parameter a (a = 1 corresponds to the Fisher-Tippett Type I ("Gumbel") distribution.)
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of systems exhibiting non Gaussian statistics is of considerable current interest (see e.g. [1] and refs. therein). These statistics are often observed to arise in finite size many body systems exhibiting correlation over a broad range of scales; leading to emergent phenomenology such as self similarity and in some cases fractional dimension [2] . The apparent ubiquitous nature of this behavior has led to interest in self organized criticality [3, 4] as a paradigm; other highly correlated systems include those exhibiting fully developed turbulence. These complex systems are often characterized by a lack of scale, and in particular, by the exponents of the power law probability distributions (PDF) of patches of activity in the system. Examples of these patches of activity are energy dissipated by avalanches in sandpiles, vortices in turbulent fluids, ignited trees in forest fires and magnetization in a ferromagnet close to the critical point. The challenge is to distinguish the system from an uncorrelated Gaussian process, by demonstrating self similarity; and to determine the power law exponents. To do this directly is nontrivial, requiring measurements of the individual patches or activity events over many decades. Here we consider what may be a more readily accessible measure, the statistics of a global average quantity such as the total energy dissipation, magnetization and so forth.
Recently, 'universal' curves of the form (1) below have been found in highly correlated systems. The global PDF of fluctuations in power needed to drive an enclosed rotating turbulent fluid at constant angular frequency has been measured for a range of experiments covering over 2 decades in Reynolds number. Intriguingly, when the PDF of these series of experiments were normalized to the first two moments they were found to fall on a single non Gaussian 'universal' curve [5, 6] , of the form of the Fisher-Tippet Type I distribution ('Gumbel's first asymptote') from the theory of extremal statistics [7, 8] P (E) = K(e y−e y ) a (1)
but with a ≈ π/2 (instead of a = 1 [7, 8] ) and where K, b, s are obtained by normalizing the curve to the first two moments. This same universal curve was then identified in a study of the two dimensional XY model, a numerical model for magnetization near the critical point [9] . It was suggested [9] that these disparate systems share the same statistics as they are both critical. Aji and Goldenfeld [10] have argued that the similarity results from the two systems sharing the same structural form of the action. A range of numerical models of complex systems have also been demonstrated to be in reasonable agreement with the 'universal' curve [11] (although comparison cannot establish this or any other curve as a unique fit to observations [12] ). The present authors have earlier proposed [13] that the value of a may provide an indirect measure of the degree of spatial correlations in the system. More recently, the parameter a has been proposed as an indirect measure of the correlation length scale [14] . These results potentially provide an important method for establishing whether long range correlations are present in a physical system, particularly valuable when, as is often the case, a direct measure of statistics of individual events is difficult to obtain over sufficient bandwidth (range of data) to establish selfsimilarity (inverse power law statistics). A method of data analysis in this context requires expressions for the normalization constants K, b, and s in terms of the parameter a and the moments of the data. From the finite set of data (measurements of some global observable) one then obtains a value of a, and if the corresponding universal curve fits the data to within statistical uncertainty, and the value of a is 'anomalous' (a > 1) there is evidence that the observed system exhibits long range correlations. Importantly the proposed method fits the data to a set of functions of only one parameter, namely the value of a.
An alternative hypothesis is that the data in fact simply arise from an extremum process; i.e. that some unknown selection process operates such that the observed global quantity is dominated by the largest events selected from uncorrelated ensembles. This is a real possibility, given that measurements of physical systems, and in particular, observations of natural systems, inevitably incorporate instrumental thresholds and so forth. The limiting extremal distributions (for infinitely large dataset) [8] considered here are the universal curve (1) with a = 1, and the Fisher-Tippett Type II (Frechet) distribution. The former arises from selecting the largest events from ensembles with distributions that fall off exponentially or faster, the latter from ensembles with inverse power law statistics.
Unfortunately we show below that the universal curves of form (1) obtained by normalizing to the first two moments, with a in the range [1, 2] are difficult to distinguish either from each other or from Frechet curves given a realistic range of data. Furthermore we show that slow convergence with respect to the size of the dataset, to the limiting a = 1 extremal distribution has the consequence that, for a large but finite ensemble, the extremal distribution of an uncorrelated Gaussian process is indistinguishable from the a = π/2 universal curve. To overcome these limitations we suggest two much more sensitive methods for determining whether or not the curve is of the form (1), and, if so, the corresponding value of a. These are based on the third moment, and the peak of the distribution, both of which we derive as a function of a.
II. EXTREMUM STATISTICS: GENERAL RESULTS.
To facilitate the work here we first develop some results from extremum statistics (for further background reading see [1, 7, 16] ). If the maximum Q * drawn from an ensemble of M patches of activity Q with distribution N(Q) is Q * = max{Q 1 , ..Q M }, then the probability distribution (PDF) for Q * is given by
where M is the number of patches in the ensemble and
We now obtain P m for large M, Q. For general PDF N(Q) we write:
and for small N > (Q * ) we have
We now consider a characteristic value of Q * , namelyQ * , such that by definition
so that
We now expand g(Q * ) aboutQ * to obtain
and from (6) we have
where g ′ , g ′′ denote differentiation with respect to Q * , ∆Q * = Q * −Q * , and we have used
We obtain from (6) and its derivatives with respect to Q * :
which to relevant order is consistent with (7), and
For q finite as M → ∞ this gives g ′ (Q * ) = −N(Q * ) and MN > (Q * ) = q. We can now consider the extremal statistics of specific PDF N(Q), and importantly show that P m (Q * ) can be written in the universal form (1).
A. Gaussian and Exponential N (Q)
If N(Q) falls off sufficiently fast in Q, i.e. is Gaussian or exponential it is sufficient to consider lowest order only in (6) giving g(Q * ) ∼ N > [7, 17] and q = MN > (Q * ). Expanding (4) in Q * nearQ * gives to this order:
and
Since throughout we are consideringQ * large (M → ∞, q finite) we have the effective value of a as that given by (17) in the limitQ * → ∞. For N(Q) exponential the above gives a = 1. In this particular case all the summations which in the above we have truncated can be resummed exactly and give a ≡ 1, recovering the result of [17] .
For N(Q) Gaussian we cannot obtain a exactly in this way but as we shall see it is instructive to make an estimate. Given N(Q) = N 0 exp(−λQ
2 ) in the above we obtain
where we have used u = −2λQ
we have a universal PDF with a = 1, but to next order, that is, neglecting only the term inū 2 in (19) we have a universal distribution of form (1,16) with
Power law source PDF are of particular interest in highly correlated systems and in this case N(Q) falls off sufficiently slowly with Q that we need to go to next order as in (8) . If we consider a normalizable source PDF
then for large Q we have N(Q) ∼ N 0 /Q 2k and theñ
which with the above general expressions for g(Q * ) and its derivatives substituted into (9) gives an expression for g(Q * )
We also require an expression for N(Q * ), again expanding aboutQ * and obtaining the derivatives of N(Q * ) from those of g(Q * ) and via (12) gives
which can be rearranged as
After some algebra (23) can be rearranged to give
These two expressions combine to finally give
To lowest order, neglecting the (∆Q * /Q * ) 2 term (28) reduces to (18) . Hence a power law PDF has maximal statistics P m (Q) which, when evaluated to next order, can be written in the form of a universal curve (i.e. of form (1, 16) ) with a correction that is non negligible at the asymptotes. This can be seen [15, 16] to be consistent with the well known result due to Frechet where (following the notation of [16] ) if we have PDF
which we can write in the form
which is of universal form (1,16) in u. Noting that here µ = 2k − 1 and a = (µ + 1)/µ and that to second order
we simply identify 1 + ∆Q * /Q * withx * to obtain (28). To next order in ∆Q * /Q * the analogue of (28) still yields the right hand side of (34).
C. Convergence to the limiting distributions
The above results should be contrasted with the derivation of Fisher and Tippett [8] . Central to [8] and later derivations is that a single ensemble of NM patches has the same statistics as the N ensembles (of M patches), of which it is comprised. The fixed point of this expression for arbitrarily large N and M is a = 1 for the exponential and Gaussian PDF, and the Frechet result for power law PDF. Here, we consider a finite sized system so that although the number of realizable ensembles of the system can be taken arbitrarily large, the number of patches M per ensemble is always large but finite. Importantly, the rate of convergence with M depends on the PDF N(Q). For an exponential or power law PDF we are able to resum the above expansion exactly to obtain a; and convergence will then just depend on terms O(1/M) and above. This procedure is not possible for N(Q) Gaussian, instead we consider the characteristic Q * , that isQ * which for M arbitrarily large should be large also. Rearranging (8) to lowest order for N(Q) = N 0 exp(−λQ 2 ) yields √ λQ * ∼ ln(M) implying significantly slower convergence. The extremal distributions are thus essentially a family of curves that are approximately of universal form (1, 16) and are asymmetric with a handedness that just depends on the sign of Q; we have assumed Q positive whereas one could choose Q negative in which case N(Q) → N(| Q |). This would correspond to, say, power absorbed, rather than emitted, from a system. The single parameter a that distinguishes the extremal PDF then just depends on the PDF of the individual events. For N(Q) exponential we then recover exactly the well known result [7, 17] a = 1. For a power law PDF a is determined by k via (29). We have also demonstrated that for a Gaussian PDF a = 1 and will explore the significance of this next.
III. NORMALIZATION TO THE FIRST TWO MOMENTS
To compare these curves we need P (Q) ≡ P m (Q * ) in normalized form. This has moments
which we will obtain as a function of a and then insist that M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 1.
A. Extremal distributions arising from Gaussian and exponential N (Q)
For Gaussian and exponential PDF we havē
This has moments which converge for all n. From Appendix A we have that the n th moment:
where η = ln(a) − u.
To normalize we insist that M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 1. The necessary integrals can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the Gamma function Γ(a) ( [18] ) and we obtain in Appendix A:
The ambiguity in the sign of b (and hence s) corresponds to the two solutions for P (Q) for positive and negative Q.
We can now plot the universal curves, that is, normalized to the first two moments and these are shown in Figure 1 . Experimental measurements of a global PDF P (E) normalized to M 0 would be plotted M 2 P versus (E − M 1 )/M 2 . In the main plot we show normalized universal distributions of the form (1,16) for a = 1, π/2 and 2. It is immediately apparent that the curves are difficult to distinguish over several decades inP (y) and thus to obtain a good estimate for a, the numerical or real experiments would require good statistics over a dynamic range of about 4 decades, something which is not readily achievable.
On Figure 1 we have also over plotted (*) the extremal PDF of ensembles of uncorrelated numbers that are Gaussian distributed, calculated numerically. We randomly select M uncorrelated variables Q j , j = 1, M and to specify the handedness of the extremum distribution, the Q j are defined negative and N(| Q |) is normally distributed. This would physically correspond to a system where the global quantityQ is negative, i.e. power consumption in a turbulent fluid, as opposed to power generation. To construct the global PDF we generate T ensembles, that is select T samples of the largest negative number Q * i = min{Q 1 ..Q M }, i = 1, T . For the data shown in the figure M = 10 5 and T = 10 6 ; this gives √ λQ * ∼ ln(M) ≃ 3 so that for the Gaussian we are far from the a = 1 limit [8] . The numerically calculated PDF lies close to a = π/2. Such a value of a on these "universal" curves does not give direct evidence of a correlated process; in addition it is necessary to establish that the data considered do not arise as the result of an extremal process.
Generally, plotting data in this way is an insensitive method for determining a and thus distinguishing the statistics of the underlying physical process. The question of interest is whether we can determine the form of the curve, and the value of a from data with a reasonable dynamic range; we address this question in section IV.
B. Frechet distributions arising from power law N (Q)
For power law PDF (21) we use the Frechet distribution which we first write as:
which reduces to the form of (37) for ∆Q * /Q * ≪ 1. From (28), (21) and (33) we identify
The procedure of normalizing to the moments is only valid provided that they exist. For the power law PDF (21) we have
Which converges for Q → 0 and for Q → ∞
We now evaluate the moments. Again we insist that M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 1 and in Appendix B obtain:
where β = −(2k − 1). The normalization constants are thus also expressible as functions of a = 2k/(2k − 1). For convergence, these curves exist for power law of index ∞ > 2k > 3 i.e. 1 < a < 3/2. This is significant since processes exhibiting intermittency as a consequence of long range correlations typically have k lower than this [19] , and we will consider alternative methods in section V.
In Figure 2 we plot the normalized Frechet PDF for k = 3, 5, 100 and for comparison the universal PDF with a = 1. From (29) a = 1 corresponds to k → ∞ and it is straightforward to demonstrate from the algebra that in this limit, the normalized Frechet PDF tends to Gumbel's asymptote a = 1. Hence on this plot we see that for k = 100 these are indistinguishable and differences between the Frechet and universal PDF only appear on such a plot around the mean for k < 3 approximately. This demonstrates that these extremal curves arising from an uncorrelated Gaussian, expoenential or power law N(Q) will all be difficult to distinguish from the universal curve (1,16) with a = 1. We now consider more sensitive methods to determine a.
IV. SENSITIVE INDICATORS OF A; THE MEAN AND THE THIRD MOMENT
The question of interest is whether we can determine a with sufficient accuracy from data with a reasonable dynamic range. We consider two possibilities here.
First, a uniformly sampled process will have the most statistically significant values on the universal curve near the peak, and in particular, from the figures we see that the Frechet distributions for small k will be most easily distinguished in this way. For the Frechet PDF the peak is at u = 0, that is,P
with K,Q, α, β from Appendix B. For PDF that are power law with large k, exponential or Gaussian, we consider the normalized extremal PDF; then the maximum ofP (y) is at u = 0, y = s, that is:
with K, s from (A14). These can be graphically inverted for a; Figure 3 showsP andȳ versus k for the Frechet PDF.
A more sensitive indicator may be the third moment ofP of the universal curve (1,16) which after some algebra (Appendix A) can be written as
for a Gaussian or exponential PDF i.e. with (37) and
for a power law PDF (Appendix B) i.e. with (41); the latter then converging for k > 2. Again these refer to one of the two possible solutions for P (Q); the other solution corresponding to y → −y (Q * → −Q * ) in equations (37,41) which in turn gives M 3 → −M 3 . The third moment is plotted versus a and k respectively in Figure 4 for the universal and Frechet curves. Inspection of Figure 4 shows that over most of the range, M 3 is more sensitive thanP . For Frechet curves, M 3 only has convergence for relatively large k (k > 2, a < 4/3); for smaller k,P can distinguish the Frechet distributions (k > 3/2, a < 3/2 for convergence).
V. A METHOD FOR SMALL K
For N(Q) power law, we can only use the properties of the normalized Frechet PDF above for k > 3/2. Many complex systems have exponents smaller than this and do not have a convergent second moment. We can obtain a useful result for k > 1 by using the first moment only, i.e. by insisting M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0. We need another condition and can arbitrarily insist P (u = 0) = 1 (insisting that all the maxima of the Frechet PDF have the same height) which gives the condition
From B6 and B5
which, with g 1/β = Γ(1 + 1/β) from Appendix B givesQ * in terms of a and β (or k). Similarly we use (B5); g = ae α to obtain α in terms of a and β. This then gives
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Recent work has suggested that, in highly correlated systems, the probability distribution of a global quantity, such as total power needed to drive a turbulent fluid, or total magnetization in a ferromagnet close to the critical point, when normalized to the first two moments, follows a non-Gaussian, universal curve. This curve is of the same form as that found from the extremal statistics of a process that falls off exponentially or faster at large values; but whereas for an extremal process the parameter specifying the curve a = 1, for the highly correlated process a > 1. In this paper a framework has been developed to distinguish between two hypotheses; that (i) the observable is unambiguously from a highly correlated system as opposed to (ii) that the observable is consistent with extremal statistics of an uncorrelated process. We find:
1. that the universal curves with a in the range [1, 2] are not directly distinguishable from extremal curves for realistic ranges of data.
2. convergence to the limiting form of the extremal curve a = 1 (Gumbel's asymptote [8] ) is sufficiently slow for an uncorrelated Gaussian that for a large but realistic size of dataset one obtains a ≈ π/2 which is indistinguishable from the universal curve [9] .
3. The third moment, and the peak of the extremal distributions when expressed as a function of a are a more sensitive indicator and thus provide a method to indirectly distinguish the two hypotheses.
The latter may therefore provide a tool for 'remote sensing' signatures of long range correlated processes in natural systems.
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with u = b(y − s) where K, b, s are constants to be derived as functions of a. We write
then ae −u = e −η and dη = −bdy, and the n th moment is given by
Then, using A2, we write P (y) (A1) as
aη−e η (A4) whereK = Ke −aln(a) . Now to within a constant we can write M n as:
so that M 0 =M 0 /b. Using the substitution τ = e η A5 becomes
where Γ(a) is the Gamma function. Thus
where
. We now insist that M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 1. Thus
from A7. Thus
Also
which, using A7 and A10 rearranges to give
. This finally gives the normalisation of the universal curve
The above results will also yield an expression for the third moment in terms of a. Following A3 and A5 we have
which with A7 and A10 rearranges to givẽ We consider PDF of the form (19) which has extremum statistics
where, following (25-32) we write:
where here we use the notations Q ≡ ∆Q * ,Q ≡Q * , that is, Q refers to extremal values. From (26), α and β = (2k − 1) are constants. We can then define the moments of P m (Q):
since from B2 u → ∞ as Q → ∞ and u → −∞ as Q → −Q. Using the substitution ae u = ζ we obtain after some algebra
where the constants
. By taking the expansion u = α + βQ/Q it is straightforward to verify that B4 yields the results from Appendix A. We now insist that M 0 = 1, M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 1. B4 then gives
that is
and using B7 we have from B4: 
and since g = ae α , B6 gives an expression for α:
that is:
which completes the normalization of B1,B2 as functions of k or a. Using B7 we have from B4 an expression for the third moment: 
